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ABSTRACT
Past rasaarch has shown two distinct ways in which children 
react to failure situations. Sons children, when researchers 
label mastery-oriented, persist in the face of difficulty and 
usually show improved performance, while other children, labeled 
learned helpleas, show impaired performance, giving up in the 
face of difficulty. Mastery-oriented children persist because 
they believe they can obtain the correct solution by expending 
more effort. Helpless children give up because they perceive 
the outcome (i.e., the correct solution) as beyond their control. 
However, none of the research looks at those children who per­
sist for unusually long periods of time. Zs overpersistence a 
beneficial characteristic of academic achievement, or can it 
be maladaptive?
The present study looked at the overpersistent children 
to see if they more closely resemble mastery-oriented children 
or helpless children. It was hypothesised that the over- 
persistsrs are helpless children who, like Richard Nixon, are 
trying to forestall the admission of failure. To determine 
whether or not these overpersisters are indeed helpless, 
measures on five dependent variables, used previously to dis­
criminate between mastery-oriented and helpless children, were 
obtained from each child. The measures were acquired from 
four individual tasks administered at separate times.
Profiles for mastery-oriented and helpless children were 
developed from previous research, while a profile for the 
overpersistent children was hypothesised (this profile was 
very similar to the helpless profile). Out of 1S5 4th, Sth, 
and 6th grade subjects (71 females and 84 males), 39 fit the 
profile for overpersisters, matching on at least three of the 
four profile variables. This demonstrates that a subgroup of 
overpersisters exists who are more characteristic of helpless 
than mastery-oriented children. Analyses of variance and t-tests 
were performed to evaluate differences between the three groups. 
The results show that overpersistence is indeed maladaptive 
persistence.
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W  the past nine ye*r», the topic of learned helplessness 
and Bestiry-orientation hti sparked interest in those 
renearshers concerned with aohievnesnt activation in educa­
tional settings. Rriefly, helpless individuals believe that 
an outcome is independent of their response. Xn contrast* 
mastary-oriented individuals do not see outcoac and response 
as independent of each other. They believe that they have 
sqsm control over the situations they are in. Hew can these 
differing perceptions influence school achievement? Xn 
general* the effects of learned helplessness on school achieve­
ment are debilitating. Soma examples are poor performance in 
certain subject areas, a decrease in motivation, and inter­
ference with new learning. On the other hand* the effects of 
mastery-orientation on achievement can be beneficial. Some 
examples are an increase in motivation and a willingness to 
accept challenging situations.
Throughout the helplessness research* it has been noted 
that people react to success and failure in a variety of ways 
(see Miller i Norman* 1979* for a review). Because of these 
different reactions* researchers (Dinner & Dweek* 1978* 1980) 
have been able to classify children into the two groups: 
those considered learned helpless and those considered
i
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mast*ry-ori*nt*d. "Helpless childron ar* characterized by 
cognition* that imply th* inevitability or insurmountability 
of failure, whereas mastery-oriented children are characterised 
by cognitions that imply that their successes are replicable 
and their mistakes rectifiable" (Dweck 6 Licht, 1980). The 
factors that are evaluated in determining whether a child is 
helpless or mastery-oriented ares the amount of persistence 
ir. th* face of failure, th* attributions for success and 
failure, the expectations of success following failure, and 
th* child's reaction to subsequent failure situations. Before 
discussing the purpose of th* present study, each of these 
factors will be presented in detail to explicate the different 
characteristics of learned helplessness and mastery- 
orientation.
Persistence
In their first experiment on learned helplessness in 
children, Dweck and Reppucci (1973) found that two different 
groups existed— on* group of children gave up in the face of 
failure while the other group persisted at a difficult task. 
Other researchers have found similar results. High achieve­
ment-oriented individuals exhibit greater persistence in 
failure situations than do low achievement-oriented individuals; 
this persistence is greater following failure than success
Nixon Syndrome
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(Weiner, 1965, 1966; Weiner & Kukla, 1970). Diener and Dweck 
(1978) also found that helpless children, in a failure situa­
tion, tend to show minimal persistence (if any), decreased 
performance and an increase in the use of ineffectual strate­
gies. On the other hand, mastery-oriented children showed an 
increase in persistence and performance and sometimes the use 
of more mature problem-solving strategies than they had prior 
to failure.
The helpless children, even though they were satisfied 
with the task before failure, wanted to withdraw from the 
situation after failure. They did so, cognitively, by making 
numerous task-irrelevant statements. In contrast, mastery- 
oriented children indicated greater task involvement and 
engaged in self-instruction. Dweck and Gilliard (1975) found 
that when expectancy statements were required, boys showed an 
increase in persistence and girls showed a decrease in per­
sistence following failure. Butkowsky and Willows (1980) 
reported that good and average readers (i.e., mastery-oriented) 
persisted an average of 408 longer than poor readers (i.e., 
learned helpless). In sum, mastery-oriented behavior has been 
defined as increased persistence or improved performance, 
whereas learned helpless behavior is associated with decreased 
persistence or impaired performance (Dweck & Goetz, 1978;
Dweck, Goetz, & Strauss, 1980).
Attributions
Ninon $ynd 
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For failure. Throughout the literature, there ere several 
cases where distinct attributions! patterns foe helplessness 
and mastery-orientation are discussed. Researchers have been 
interested in determining which attributions are characteristic 
of helpless individuals and which attributions are character­
istic of mastery-oriented individual*. For both groups, the 
attributions for failure are different from the attributions 
for success; we will first consider the attributions for 
failure.
Findings on achievement-related attributions seem to be 
very consistent with each other. Weiner and Kukla (1970) 
found that subjects low in achievement motivation (i.e., 
learned helpless) were more likely to attribute failure to lack 
of ability than the high achievement motive group (i.e., 
mastery-oriented) and tne high achievement motive group 
attributed failure to personal motivation more frequently than 
the low achievement-oriented group. Persisters are signifi­
cantly more likely to attribute failure to lack of effort than 
are helpless children (Dweck & Goetz, 1978; Dweck & Reppucci, 
1973; Dweck & Wortman, 1980). Similarly, Weiner, Frieze,
Kukla, Reed, Rest, & Rosenbaum (1971) noted that nonpersisters 
ascribed failure to a lack of ability and persisters attributed 
failure to a lack of effort.
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In th* Diener and Dweck (1978) task, children w*ra asked 
why they thought they had trouble with the test problems) 52% 
of the helpless individuals attributed failure to their lack 
of ability, whereas none of the mastery-oriented individuals 
made ability attributions. Comparing effort attributions,
23.7% of the mastery-oriented children attributed failure to 
lack of effort, whereas only 3.4% of the children in th* help­
less group made such attributions. In short, attributions for 
failure to invariant factors, such as lack of ability, are 
associated with learned helplessness and attributions for 
failure to more readily modifiable factors, such as lack of 
effort, characterise mastery-orientation (Dweck % Goets, 1971).
For success. While helpless children are willing to make 
ability attributions for their failures, they are not inclined 
to do the same for their successes. Heiplesr ..nildren do not 
see their successes as indicative of their ability (Dweck,
1975), but instead attribute success to some external factor 
(e.g., good luck). In the Diener and Dweck (1980) study, 
children were given eight discrimination problems on which they 
succeeded, then asked to apportion their attributions to show 
the relative importance of each of the possible causes for 
their success. The choices were as follows: "I was lucky",
"It was easy", "I am good at this”, or "I am smart”; an 
effort attribution was not included because the task required
effort in order to succeed. Also, the investigators were only 
interested in detecting any differential emphasis on ability 
in identifying the causes of success. At this point, no 
significant differences in attributions for success were found 
between helpless and mastery-oriented individuals.
Next, subjects were given four problems on which they 
failed (i.e., they received consistent "wrong" feedback) and 
then were asked why they thought they did well on the earlier 
problems. Mere is where the significant differences appeared. 
The mastery-oriented individuals made the same attributiona of 
ability after the sueeeas and failure trials. However, help­
less individuals, once they encountered failure, changed 
their attributions for previous success from ability attribu­
tions to some external attribution. Overall, the helpless 
children discounted their successes as indicative of ability, 
whereas mastery-oriented children stressed their ability as an 
important determinant of their success.
Other researchers have obtained similar results.
Nicholls (1975) showed that girls attributed failure to poor 
ability more than they attributed success to good ability.
He also found that boys made fewer luck attributions after 
success than after failure. Boys made more ability attribu­
tions for success and girls made more luck attributions for 
sucoess. This is consistent with tteiner and KvJtla's (1970) 
findings t
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"Thos* children high in achievement motivation 
took peraonal responsibility for their success, 
attributing it to ability, whereas children low 
in achievement motivation did not take personal 
responsibility and Instead attributed their suc­
cess to external factors.” (p. 1)
Explanations ♦ Whaw. are the possible explanations for 
these differences in prototypic attributions exhibited by 
helpless and mastery-oriented children? One explanation per­
tains to the attribution theory; because learned helpless 
individuals perceive their responses and the onset or termi­
nation of aversive events (i.e., failure or succcess, 
respectively) as independent of each other, they will make 
attributions to uncontrollable factors. In contrast, mastery- 
oriented individuals do not have this perception of independence 
and uncontrollability, but instead feel they have some affect 
on the outcome. Therefore, they make frequent effort attri­
butions and in a way are saying ”1 could have succeeded if I 
tried harder”; in other words, future success remains possible. 
Conversely, a child is saying ”No matter how hard I try, I 
can't succeed because it's not in me", when making an ability 
attribution.
Nixon Syndrom
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A possible explanation for the results obtained in the 
Diener and Dweck (1980) study is the difference in attitudes 
of helpless and mastery-oriented children. In their previous 
study, Diener and Dweck (1978) found that helpless children 
had t\ tendency to dwell on the present and emphasise the nega­
tive. By accentuating the present negative outcome, helpless 
children did not see their previous successes as indicative of 
their ability, for if they possessed the ability to solve 
those problems, they would not have just failed four consecu­
tive problems. Therefore, their success on the previous 
problems must have been the result of some external factor. 
However, mastery-oriented children, by emphasising the positive 
and not dwelling on their present failures, were still able to 
see their previous successes as indicative of their ability; 
therefore, they kept their original attributions for success, 
even after failure.
Summary. To summarize, the literature shows that help­
less children are consistently attributing their failure to 
lack of ability and mastery-oriented children are consistently 
attributing their failure to lack of effort. As for success, 
helpless children make attributions to external factors, 
whereas mastery-oriented children make ability attributions.
The reason for these differences lies in the definition of
learned helplessness, the attribution theory, and in the 
child'a attitude toward* the situation.
Expectancy of Succeea
Most of the literature is consistent with respect to 
conclusions for differences in expectancies of success for 
mastery-oriented and learned helpless groups. Weiner, 
Nierenberg, and Goldstein (1976) suggested that expectancy 
changes following success and failure are due to the perceived 
stability of the causal attributions of performance. If one 
attributes past outcomes to a variable factor (e.g., luck), 
then these outcomes will not affect one's expectancies in the 
future, but if one attributes past outcomes to a stable factor 
(e.g., ability), then one's expectancies for future perform­
ance will shift in the direction of the outcome.
Butkowsky and Willows (1980) obtained similar results 
and stated that attribution to stable factors increases the 
subjective probability of success and decreases the expectancy 
of success following failure more than attributions to unstable 
factors (see also Weiner et al., 1971). They found poor 
readers had lower initial expectancies of success and produced 
greater decrements in their estimates of success following 
failure than did average or good readers. Likewise, Tennen and 
Eller (1977) found that subjects who attribute failure to in­
ability will lower their subjective probability of success.
Nixon Syndrom*
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Oth*r r***arch*r* have shown that sax dif£*r*nc«a in 
axpactanciaa of *uoc*ss axiat (Crandall, 1969) Dweek a Goats, 
1978; Dweek a Lioht, I960) Faathar, 1969) Nioholla, 1975).
These rasaarchars wars abla to conclude that girls have lower 
axpactanciaa of success than boys. Dwack and Goats (1978) 
stated that "whan formulating axpactanciaa, ona will focus on 
those past outcomes that are moat indicative of what is likely 
to occur in tha situation at hand'. If boys focus on succaaaas 
mad girls focus on failures, this would yield to overestimation 
and underestimation (of success), respectively. Diener and 
Dwack (1978) found tha same results with mastery-oriented 
and helpless children. Similarly, Nicholls (1975) proposed 
that if it is assumed that bad luck can chango, boys' defensive 
attributions of failure to bad luck should load to higher 
expectancies, whereas girls' self-denigrating ability attribu­
tions would be a basis for lower expectancies. He alao found 
that higher expectancies were associated with attributions of 
failure to lack of effort.
In their recent study, Diener and Dweck (1980) discovered 
that the mastery-oriented children expected to get more 
problems correct after failure .han did the helpless children. 
The helpless children also showed a trend toward lowered 
expectancy of future success) this decrease, together with 
their previously low expectancy, suggests that although success
ia not p*re«iv*d to b* predictive of futur* p*rfonnanca, 
failur* certainly is. it was also not*d that "helpless 
children via* failur* as more 'diagnostic' of their l*v*l of 
ability, sfcereas mastery-oriented children view success aa 
mor* diagnostic".
Basad on this evidence, it has been concluded that 
mastery-oriented children do have higher expectancies of 
success following failure than do helpless children. However, 
it should be noted that on* study (Dweck a Reppucci, 1973) 
found no reliable differences among the two groups either in 
initial or final expectancies, or in shifts in expectancy 
following success and failur*.
Reaction to Failur*
There seems to be agreement among researchers that 
learned helpless children select different tasks compared to 
the tasks mastery-oriented children select. Children with a 
stronger motive to avoid failure than to achieve success (i.e., 
helpless) will avoid achievement-related tasks and instead 
choose activities that will not arouse anxiety about failur*.
In contrast, children with a stronger motive to achieve 
success (i.e., mastery-oriented) will show some positive inter­
est in performing achievement-related tasks (Feather, 1969).
For helpless children, failure has a negative self-evaluative
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moaning, but for mastery-oriented children, failure haa task 
relevant information value— failure aignals them to vary their 
strategy in order to obtain the correct solution (Dweck a 
Wortman, 1980). Weiner et al. (1971) maintain that children 
high in achievement motivation will select tasks of inter­
mediate difficulty because they yield the most self-evaluative 
feedback. In comparison, children low in achievement motiva­
tion will select tasks that are either very easy or extremely 
difficult since such tasks provide a minimum amount of self- 
evaluative feedback (see Trope, 1975). Combining these view­
points, helpless children will avoid tasks which are inter­
mediate in difficulty because they do not want the negative 
feedback, whereas mastery-oriented children will attempt 
moderately difficult tasks because they see the feedback as 
helpful in obtaining the correct solution.
In a similar respect, researchers have found that most 
girls avoid tasks that present a challenge; conversely, boys 
select tasks that will provide a challenge (Crandall & Rabson, 
1960; Dweck & Bush, 1976; Dweck 6 Gilliard, 1975; Dweck 6 
Reppucci, 1973; Nicholls, 1975).
In conclusion, when failure occurs, helpless children 
spend little time searching for ways to overcome failure and 
instead seek an escape from the situation. On the other hand, 
mastery-oriented children seem to be directed towards the
Nixon Syndrom*
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attainment of a solution and actively pursue solution-relevant 
strategies (Diener 6 Dweck, 1978; Dweck I Licht, 1980).
Summary of Characteristics
Before summarizing the characteristics of learned help­
lessness and mastery-orientation, we should note an interesting 
parallel. Research has shown that girls tend to exhibit 
learned helplessness and boys tend to exhibit mastery- 
orientation (Dweck & 3ush, 1976; Dweck, Davidson, Nelson, & 
Enna, 1978; Dweck 6 GilHard, 1975; Dweck t Licht, 1980).
These results have been used to justify data reinterpretation 
of sex differences in terms of learned helplessness and 
mastery-orientation.
In short, learned helpless children are characterised by 
decreased persistence in the face of difficulty, attributions 
for failure to lack of ability, attributions for success to 
some external factor (*.«., luck), low expectancy of future 
success, and avoidance of moderately difficult tasks which may 
evaluate their true level of ability. In contrast, mastery- 
oriented children are characterised by increased persistence 
in the face of difficulty, attributions for failure to lack 
of effort, attributions for success to their true ability, 
high expectancy of future success, and their willingness to 
attempt challenging tasks. Most of the research supports 
these conclusions.
Nixon Syndrome
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Hypothesis
Of all the studies done an learned helplessness and 
mastery-orientation as they relate to persistence, none has 
looked at the possibility of children overpersisting, lie 
know that lack of persistence is a characteristic of learned 
helpless children, and persistence is a quality of mastery- 
oriented children, but which of these two groups demonstrate 
overpersistence. Is it the mastery-oriented children putting 
forth more and more effort? Or is it the helpless children 
afraid to admit they have failed?
Is it possible that there exists a group of overper- 
sisters who are considered mastery-oriented because of their 
persistence, but actually demonstrate all other behaviors 
characteristic of learned helpless children? The purpose of 
my research is to find out if this group does exist, in which 
case they would be suffering from what may be termed the 
"Nixon Syndome”— unusually prolonged persistence designed 
to forestall the admission of failure. If so, they would 
attribute failure to the external environment in order to 
cover up ttiir lack of ability and display other behaviors 
characteristic of learned helplessness.
Nixon Syndrome
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METHOD
Overview
Insert Table 1 About Here
Children were given four separate experimental tasks over 
a one month period (see Table 1). The first task was given in 
order to get the child's attributions for his/her failure and 
previous success and an expectancy statement for future success. 
A persistence task followed for the purpose of determining 
those children who, in the face of difficulty, give up, per- 
rist, or overpersist. The third task allowed children to choose 
the level of difficulty for a given set of problems. As in 
the first task, an expectancy statement for future success was 
asked for at the end of the third task. The final task required 
children to make attributions for their success.
Subjects
Subjects were 74 females and 88 males, taken from fourth-, 
fifth-, and sixth-grade classrooms in two Champaign-Urbana 
schools. The results from four males and three females were 
exluded from the analysis either because the subject knew what 
puzzles were being used in the second task or because the 
subject failed to complete the experiment. This left a total 
of 71 females and 84 males.
Maa«ure of Helplessness
Sine* paat rasaarch (Dianar t Dweek, 1980, 1978; Dwack, 
1975; Dwack 6 Rappucci, 1973; Floor 6 Rosen, 1975) haa indi­
cated that a major difference between helpleaa and mastery- 
oriantad children liea in their reapective tendency to neglect 
or emphasize the role of effort in determining their failure*. 
Thia relative emphaaia waa uaed aa one of the criteria for 
dividing children into helpleaa and maatery-oriented group*.
The Intellectual Achievement Reaponaibility (IAR) Scale 
(Crandall, Katkovaky, & Crandall, 1965) waa uaed for thia pur- 
poae. The IAR conaiat* of 34 forced-choice item* that des­
cribe either a pcaitiv* or negative achievement experience that 
frequently occur* in the daily live* of children* For each 
item, the child muat chooae either an external attribution 
(something in the child's environment) or an internal attribu­
tion (having to do with the child's own behavior). Ten of the 
items on the IAR specifically tap the child's attributions for 
failure to lack of effort.
Those children scoring 5 or below were considered help­
less, and those scoring 8 and above were designated as mastery- 
oriented. Those children scoring a 6 or 7 were looked at 
separately. The IAR was given to all participating classrooms 
on* week prior to the first experimental session.
Mixon Syndrom*
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Took 1
Materials and procedure. Tha firat task was an angle- 
matching task similar to tha ona usad by Nicholls (1975). 
Childran wars givan a 15-page booklet containing 15 acuta 
angles. Bach angle had 4-inch sides. Childran matched each 
angle with one of eight different "standard" angles placed on 
a postarboard 6-8 feat away from tha childran. Length between 
childran and standards board varied because of the different 
schools' limitation on space. None of the angles in the booklet 
matched up with a standard angle. The angles used for success 
trials were one degree away from one of the standards and three 
degrees away from the next closest standard. The angles used 
for failure trials were equidistant in sise between s o m  two of 
the standards with the difference between these standards being 
slight and barely discriminate. The task was made ambiguous 
in order to control the feedback without arousing suspicion 
about the authenticity of the feedback. To check whether child­
ren did become suspicious, an obtuse angle, clearly different 
from those in the booklet, was included among the standards.
Only one subject (whose data was not used) "tested" the procedure 
by choosing this angle; all others accepted the feodback as 
genuine.
Children were told that this was a task to see how well 
children their age could match up figures. They were instructed 
to tell the experimenter the letter underneath the standard
angle which matched the one in the booklet. Bach child re­
ceived the same patterned feedback, regardless of his/her 
responses. In the first four problems children were told they 
had gotten the problems correct. Failure feedback was given 
for the next five problems, followed by positive feedback for 
the remaining six problems.
Upon completion of the five failure problems, children 
were asked to give attributions for their failure using an 
attribution wheel. The wheel was made of four discs of light­
weight cardboard, each a different color. They were cut along 
a radius and slipped together in such a way that they could be 
moved to expose 360 degrees of any color or different amounts 
of any combination of colors. A hole was cut in the center 
of the disos in order to slip the discs over the peg on the 
wooden board. One metal tab was glued to each disc so they 
could be easily moved. Next to each of the cut radii was 
printed one of the four causal attributions. On the failure 
wheel, the following alternatives were printedi "I am not 
smart at this”, "I did not try hard”, "It was too hard", and 
"I had bad luck".
The experimenters showed the children how to use the wheel 
by counterbalancing a number of examples. Children were told 
they could give one reason why they did not do very well or 
they could give a combination of reasons. They were further
Nixon Syndrom
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instructed that if they gave a combination th*y should give 
th* mor* important rsasons a large part of the wheel and the 
less important reasons a smaller part of the wheel. After 
making sure the directions were understood, the experimenters 
handed the children the wheel, with each segment equally ex­
posed, and asked why the children thought they did poorly on 
the last few problems.
After they completed their answer, children were told to 
recall that before they got the last few problems wrong, they 
did get the first four correct. Now they were asked why they 
thought they had done well on the first problems. This time 
a success wheel with the following responses printed was usedi 
"I am smart at this", "I tried hard”, "It was easy", and "X was 
lucky". Children were instructed to use this wheel in the 
same way they had used th* previous one. When they finished, 
the experimenters returned to the remainder of the task.
Positive feedback was given for the remaining six problems 
in order for th* child to feel as though h*/sh* had been 
successful on th* task. After th* last problem, the experi­
menters asked, "If I were to give you another test like this 
tomorrow, using IS new figures, how many do you think you would 
be able to get right?” Sixteen 3"X5" index cards, numbered 
from 0-15, were laid out in front of the child and the child 
was asked to pick up, and hand to the experimenter, the card
with the number that h*/*h* thought would gat right. Th* 
•••■ion concluded by telling the children they did very well 
on the task and that they did better than most children do.
Taak 2
Materials and procedure. The purpose of the second task 
was to determine the amount of persistence a child has in try­
ing to solve a difficult problem. Does the child spend too 
little time, ar. adequate amount of time, or too much time on 
one difficult problem? The instructions given to each child 
were as followsi
1 have two pussies that X want you to work on today.
Since we don't have a lot of tine, I can only give 
you 20 minutes to work on the two pussies. I'm not 
going to show you what the second pussle is until 
after you stop working on the first one. You can 
work on the first one for as much time <.s you want, 
up to 20 minutes, or for as little tisw as you want.
You don't have to finish the first pussle in order 
to go on to the second one. Whenever you want to 
stop working on the first one, tell me and then 
I'll give you the second one. Any questions?
The measure of persistence was the amount of time the 
child spent working on the first pussle. The child's perform­
ance on the second pussle was disregarded. It was important
Mixon Syndrom*
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that the identity of the second puzzle be unknown to every 
child. Knowing what the second puzzle was could have prompted 
the child to quit working on the first one only because he/she 
wanted to work on the second one, not because he/she did not 
want to try to solve it anymore. One child knew what the 
second pussle was going to be and gave up on the first one 
after one minute. This is why, after running half the subjects 
through the experiment, it was necessary to change the second 
pussle.
Every child worked on the same first pussle. It was 
called a "Lifesavers" pussle because it resembled a roll of 
Li fasavers candy. It consisted of 12 plastic interlocking 
pieces that could fit together only one way. It should be 
noted that no one was able to solve this pussle. The second 
puzzle, for the first half of the subjects, was the "Rubik's 
Cube”. The child was supposed to get each of the six sides to 
be one color. This puzzle has one solution out of 
43,252,003,274,489,856,000 possible combinations. In place 
of the "Rubik's Cube”, two new pussies were interchangeably 
used for the itoohd pussle. One of the pussies was called 
"Drive ya nuts”; it consisted of seven hexagonal pieces with 
a number from 1-6 on each side. The object was to arrange the 
pieces, on a plate that was made to fit six pieces around a 
circle and one piece in the middle, so that the sides that
touched on* another had matching numbers. The other pussle 
was called "Boxed In", it consisted of 12 geometric pieces 
that fit into a given box.
While the children were trying to solve the pussies, the 
experimenters wrote down the children's verbalisations.
At the conclusion of the 20 minutes the experimenters told 
each child:
These were really hard pussies, so I don't want you • 
to feel bad that you weren't able to solve them. I 
can't even do them. The reason I had you work on 
these was that I thought you would have fun trying 
to solve them because I know most children and 
adults have fun with these kinds of pussies.
it was also stressed to the children that they should not tell 
any of their classmates what puzzles they had worked on.
Task 3
Materials and procedure. The third task was designed to 
give children the chance to choose the level of difficulty, on 
a given set of problems, that they would want to work on. In 
the first part of the task, children worked on three pages of 
anagrams. They had eight minutes to work on each page. The 
first page had 20 three-lettered anagrams; the second page 
had 20 five-lettered anagrams; and the third page had 20
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eight-lettered anagram*. Before beginning, the children were 
told that some of the words might be harder to figure out than 
others, but that they should try as many as they could. After 
that, nothing else was said about the difficulty of the 
problems. The task was set up this way so the children would 
perceive the first page as being eaiy, th« ISeond page as a 
little harder and the third page at almost impossible. After 
the children were finished with a page, the experimenter 
corrected the paper and told them how many they got right; 
then gave them the t ixt page.
After completing all three pages, children were given the 
following instructions;
Now we're going to do something a little different.
I have 20 sets of cards here. There are three cards 
in each set, and each card has one mixed up word on 
it. Since we1 re running out of time, I want you to 
work on only one word in each set. It doesn't matter 
which word you choose to work on. As I give you the 
set of words, quickly pull out the one word you want 
to work on and put it on the side— then give ms the 
rest of the words. Then I'll give you the next set 
and you'll do the same with those words, and so on, 
until we go through all 20 sets. After that, I'll 
give you time to work on the words you chose.
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Each sat of words contained a three-, five-, and eight- 
lettered anagram. Seventy-five percent of the words were new 
and the other 25 percent were words from the previous three 
pages. After the children finished selecting the words, the 
experimenters told them that there was not enough time to work 
on all the words, so they would do them at the next meeting. 
Then the experimenters asked the children how many words (out 
of 20) they thought they would get right. After the children 
left the room, the experimenters recorded the number of 
three-, five-, and eight-lettered words each child had chosen.
Task 4
Materials and procedure. The final task was made easy so 
each child could be successful at the task. Children were 
given lfi minutes to work on each of 10 word search pussies.
Each pussle contained three hidden words (which were also 
liftti underneath the pussle) which could be found going in on* 
of thrni direetlensi horisontal from left to right, vertical 
from top to bottom, and diagonal from top left to bottom right. 
Aftif they finished, children were asked why they thought they 
hsd dene ss ft 11. The §me§Si Attribution wheel used in the 
first task wss used again here*
At the eenolusisn of this session# the children were 
thanked for participating in the study and were told they had 
done very well on all the tasks.
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RESULTS
Correlation*
Several significant correlations (N«155, £<.025) were 
found between the dependent variables. There was a .185 corre­
lation between the 1-(E) subscore on the IAR, which tells how 
many effort attributions children make in failure situations, 
and the children's failure attributions to lack of effort on 
the angle-matching task. This demonstrates the fact that the 
angle-watching task was tapping appropriate attributions and 
the children's current task-related attributions were consist­
ent with more general academic achievement attributions 
tapped by the XMt. Time on the persistence task was positively 
correlated with failure attributions to lack of effort (r«.195) 
and negatively correlated with failure attributions to lack of 
ability (r«-.180). These correlations replicate the findings 
from previous research that those who persist attribute failure 
to lack of effort and those who do net persist attribute fail­
ure to lack of ability (Dweck i Reppusci, 1973). The corre­
lation between failure attributions to lack of ability and 
success attributions to luck (r».256) is also in accordance 
with pruvious research (Diener & Dweck, 1980). Those children 
attributing failure to lack of ability will also attribute 
success to external factors (i.e., luck).
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Other Difference* Implicated
Two other significant differences are worth mentioning 
at this point. There was a significant difference for failure 
attributions to task difficulty, with mastery-oriented children 
making fewer such attributions than did helpless children, 
£(2,149) - 3.67, £<.05. Mastery-oriented children also mad* 
fewer success attributions to luck than did helpless children, 
t(69) • 2.11, £<.05. These findings substantiate those from 
previous research (Dweck l Rappucci, 1973).
Sex and Racial Differences
In terms of the two independent variables, sex and race, 
no significant sex differences were found; however, there 
were some significant racial difference*. Minorities mad* 
significantly fewer success attributions to ability on the 
IAR than did non-minorities (£<.025). Additionally, they made 
more success attributions to luck on the word search pussies 
than did non-minorities (£<.025). Minorities also chose 
fewer three-lettered anagrams (£<.025). This finding may be 
due to the fact that they attribute their success to luck.
Since neither effort nor ability are seen as being responsible 
for success, they might as wall choose harder words and if 
they are lucky enough, they will get them correct.
M
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The Mixon Syndrome
Four dependent neesures were used to determine e Mixon 
Syndrome profilet (a) high persistence, defined as being in 
the top third on the persistence scale; (b) low expectancy 
for future success, determined by the sum of two independent 
expectancy statements; (c) avoidance of moderately difficult 
problems based on the number of three-lettered (i.e., easy) 
and eight-lettered (l.e., extremely difficult) words chosen; 
and (d) success attributions to external factors, defined as 
the sum of luck and task difficulty attributions. Subjects 
had to meet at least three out of the four above criteria in 
order to be classified as a Mixon.
The above measures were used for the sole purpose of 
determining whether or not a Nixon group exists. Based on 
the pre-established criteria, 39 subjects fit the Nixon 
Syndrome profile. The four different variable means for the 
Mixon and non-Nixon groups are presented in Table 2. From 
thn>* results, it was evident that a group of children, 
labeled Mixons, does exist.
Insert Table 2 About Here
After it was determined that the Nixon group exists, it 
was necessary to look at other dependent variables to ascer­
tain how the Nixons differentiate from the helpless and
mastery-oriented children. The two variables used were the 
usage of nonsense words on the anagram task and the verbalisa­
tions made during the persistence and anagram tasks.
Nonsense word usage was defined as writing down at least 
10 out of 20 nonsense words on any one page of anagrams. It 
was found that 10 of the Nixon children and nine of the help­
less children exhibited nonsense word usage, while only two 
of the mastery-oriented children used nonsense words (see 
Fig. 1). A chi-squared analysis was performed on these data
which showed a significant difference between the three groups, 
2£ (2) - 6.97, £<.05. A chi-squared analysis was then per­
formed to see which groups differed significantly from one
another. The results showed significant differences between
2the mastery-oriented and helpless groups, £ (1) ■ 5.61, £<.02,
2and between the Nixon and mastery-oriented groups, £ (1) ■ 6.54 
£<.02. There was no significant difference between the Nixon 
and helpless groups.
Insert Figure 1 About Here
Verbalisations attributing failure to lack of ability were 
defined according to the categorisation system used by Diener 
and Dweck in 1978 (see Appendix A). All verbalizations made 
during the persistence and anagram taskb were recorded by the 
experimenter and were later coded into the different categories
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by an ind*p*nd*nt r*t*r. In accordance with th* hypothesis, 
non* of th* Nixon* mad* ability attribution* for failur*. Th* 
h*lpl**a group mad* th* meat ability attribution* which 1* in 
agreement with Bluer ami Pw* gfc'* (1971) previous findings
(*•• Pig. 2). A chi-*quar*d analysi* yi*ld*d a signifleant
2diff*r*nc* b*tw**n th* thr** group*, ^ (2) - 11.23, £<.02.
Purthar analysi* showed significant diff«r«nc*s b*two*n th*
2Mixon and neetary-orleated group*, ^ (1) - i.lt, £<.05 and 
eh* nixon and halplnaa group*, £*(1) * 19.01, £<.01. Me 
•ignif leant differ m o *  woo found between th* na*«*ry-ori*nt*d 
and helpless group*.
Xn**rt Pigur* 2 About Bar*
An analf*i* of variance yi*id*d othnr significant differ* 
•nc** b*tw**n Nixons and non-Mixons in term* of failure 
attribution* obtained fro* th* aagie-natehing task. Tabl* 3 
•hew* that Miaen* mad* nor* effort and teak difficulty 
attributions than did non-Mixon*. M*w*v*r, a* predict**, 
Mixon* mad* f*w*r ability attributions than did non-Mixons.
It is interesting to not* her* that the Mixon children who 
•cor*d a 6 or a 7 on th* I-(t) seal* of the IAA ar* th* on** 
who mad* th* fewest number of ability attributions (1^.0«7) 
and th* greatest number of task difficulty attribution*
(M-14.7).
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Insert Tabl* 3 About Nora
Looking at th* Mixon group alon*, a significant racial 
difference waa found, F (1,149) * 4.90, £<.05. A larger pro* 
portion of ninoritiaa vara coaaidarad to be Nixona than were 
nan*minoritiaa. Thia difference nay be caused by tba other 
racial differancas cited previously.
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Nixon Syttlrow
As stated previously, tlM results show «tet tiers dots 
•xiet a group of ovarpersistsfs suffering fron the Mixon 
Syndrome. According to the Nixon profile, these children dis­
play characteristics very similar to helpless children: lev
expectancies, avoidance of moderately difficult tasks, and 
success attributions to external factors. Clearly these 
Children are unlike mastery-oriented children, except for 
their unusual persistence. Why is the Nixon persistence 
viewed es maladaptive whlla the mastery-oriented persistence 
i* seem ee beneficial for preblem-eolvimf atrategiaa, even 
if tibey persist for the same length of time?
Hmwiam research (Dinner * Pveck, l»7l) has shown that 
nsetery-oriemted children employ more effective stretefiee in 
**• face of difficulty in order to aeeieve the eorreet solu­
tion. it is met until they here exhausted ail pleueihle 
etmtegdea thee they world yereelv# theneelve# a# heeler 
felled, therefore, their peril stance i# H|fg£gg to the situa­
tion if they bslisv# obtaining the solution is within their 
nhllity they will persist; however, When they realise the 
•elation is not within their /mah they will stop and aove on 
to e e w thing ei*«. for eronp'la, when they sew that felieee on
the first posala wee inevitable, th*y d*cid*d th*y could u** 
their tim* *»r* wisely on th* second pussl*.
In contrast, ths Nixon children (over)persisted on the 
first pusile in order to forestall the admission of failure. 
This conelesion can be mad* for th* following reasons: (a) th*
pussl* was ehosam for this task because of its axtreae diffi­
culty— the children knew, based on their verbalisations, that 
it would be almost impossible to solve. For example, they 
said things like: "I ain't never going to get this", "I don't
think you can do this", or "This is strange, I don't know how 
to do this". Yet (b) they persisted almost twice as long as 
ths mastery-oriented group (N > 867 sec. and N » 481 sec., 
respectively), and (c) during th* ha.jk, they were the only 
group uho did net neks any ability attributions for failure.
Another example of this fear to admit failure was demon­
strated in the anagram task. The results show the persistent
use Of Inoffactual strategies displayed by Nixon children.
#
The** children were afraid to turn in a blank sheet of paper 
for it would have looked as though they completely lacked th* 
ability to do— or oven try— the problems, m  both th* per­
sistence and anagram fcasku, Nixon children displayed
persistence because it led to unproductive problem­
solving strategies.
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The next question is why do these Nixon children have 
low expectancies? One might also ask why these children avoid 
moderately difficult tasks. The answer to these two questions 
is similar. The Nixon children, at all costs, want to avoid 
failure. Underestimating their ability for future success 
gives them greater leeway to do better than expected, and 
hence avoid the possibility of failure. Also, by choosing 
extremely easy problems, Nixon children have a greater chance 
to succeed than if they chose moderately difficult problems. 
Moderately difficult problems tend to reflect a person's true 
ability (McClelland, 1961; Weiner et al., 1971). However, 
extremely difficult problems are not reflective of one's true 
ability because very few people are capable of solving them. 
Therefore, Nixon children might choose extremely difficult 
problems too, because even if they do not succeed, it would 
not be reflective of their true ability.
The results also indicate that Nixon children attribute 
their successes to external factors instead of to their 
ability. But one might think they should attribute success 
to ability in order to truly cover up their lack of ability. 
However, if these children were to attribute success to their 
ability, people would expect them to succeed in the future. 
This would increase their chances of failure, because in their 
own minds, they know they do not have the ability to perform
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successfully. By attributing success to external factors, the 
children ars not saying anything about their true ability.
The comparisons, on nonprofils variables, between Mixon, 
mastery-oriented, and helpless children showed striking 
differences. In terms of nonsense word usage, mastery- 
oriented children concentrated on effective strategies and 
did not waste time writing down nonsense words. They do not 
express answers they know are incorrect. However, Nixon and 
helpless children do have a tendency to use nonsense words, 
but do they use them for the same reasons? As has been 
suggested, Nixon children might use nonsense words because 
they do not want to be perceived as unable to even try the 
problems. However, helpless children are not afraid to admit 
failure, so a possible explanation is that nonsense word usage 
is just another example of their use of ineffectual strategies. 
Whatever the reasons, one point is clear— nonsense word usage 
is characteristic of both Nixon and helpless children.
As expected, the Nixon and helpless children did differ 
significantly on the verbalisations. Nixon children would 
not acknowledge the fact that they were unable to solve the 
pussle, whereas helpless children were more than willing to 
offer verbalizations indicating lack of ability. So, in this 
instance, Nixon children differed from both helpless and 
mastery-oriented children.
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Based on the results presented it can be concluded that 
a group of Nixon children exists* but are they a subgroup of 
helpless children or are they a distinct group that fits 
somewhere along the continuum between helplessness and 
mastery-orientation? From the evidence introduced here* it 
seems more likely that they are a subgroup of helpless children 
rather than a separate group. They have a profile similar to 
helpless children and both groups tended to use nonsense 
words on the anagram task. However* the current research also 
found differences between Nixon children and helpless children 
on verbalizations. Further research, comparing Nixon and help­
less children on other variables* is needed before definite 
conclusions can be drawn.
Given that maladaptive persistence has been found in 
children, several implications for schooling can be made. It 
should be noted that most* if not all* teachers believe all 
persistence is beneficial to achievement. Remarked one teacher 
"Jane Doe spent 20 minutes on the task— that's fantastic 1"
This demonstrates the need to make teachers aware of maladap­
tive persistence and the children who display it. A teacher 
who reinforces persistence may be causing more children to 
suffer from the Nixon Syndrome. For example* if a child does 
not know the answer to a problem he/she might work futilely 
in order to at least get praised for "working hard".
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It would bo interesting to observe e classroom to see bow 
Mixon children behave in the class. By determining how they 
perform in class, certain guidelines could be established 
which would allow teachers to easily distinguish which children 
are Nixons. Are the Nixons the children who never raise their 
hands to answer questions because they are afraid to give in* 
correct answers? Are they the children who sit at their desks 
and never go up to the teacher for help? Do they like to 
work alone instead of in groups, for fear that the other 
children might witness their lack of ability? Are they the 
children who leave their schoolwork for homework so their 
parents (and not the teacher) can help them? Answers to these 
questions can be important determinants of the Mixon Syndrome.
Once teachers have learned how to identify Mixon children, 
they must be able to deal with the problem. Would it be 
beneficial to put a time limit on all schoolwork? Or should 
children juet be taught how to allocate their time more effec­
tively? Is it possible that parental attitudes towards their 
children's abilities influence the children'e behavior in which 
case intervention ehould begin at home? Future research is 
needed to develop proper intervention programs.
Future studies on the Nixon Syndrome might profit from 
some changes in the methodology. First, a new persistence task 
relating more to an academic area could be used. Some children
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night have perceived the puxsle as irralavant to their loom­
ing, whereby thay would giva up quickly; or thay might hava 
thought it was fun to work on and hanea would play with it 
until timo ran out. Also, tha task should hava a claarly 
dafinad appropriata tima to stop, and it could ba dasignad 
so tha axparimantar could tall whathar tha childran wara using 
affactiva or inaffactiva strategies.
Second, childran could ba asked to verbalise during each 
task, with tha verbalisations being recorded systematically.
In the present study, experimenters were just told to write 
down whatever the childran said and tha verbalisations wara 
coded afterwards. A problem that occurred was that soma 
verbalisations wara not written down. Also, by asking childran 
to verbalise, there would ba a significantly greater number of 
verbalisations to code which would improve tha analysis.
In conclusion, it was determined that persistence may not 
be a beneficial characteristic of high achievement. A group 
of maladaptive persisters was found to exhibit behaviors 
characteristic of helpless children. However, it was not 
determined if these persisters are a subgroup of helpless 
children or if they are a distinct group fitting somewhere 
between the helpless and mastery-oriented groups. Possible 
questions for future research were discussed, along with ways 
to improve the present study. It should be emphasised that
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further research is nssdsd, now that wo know this special group 
of children exists.
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T a b l e  1
Order of Tasks and the Measures Obtained from Each Task
Task
Intellectual 
Achievement 
Responsibi1ity 
Scale
(IAR)
Angle-
Matching PersistencePuzzles Anagrams WordSearch
How many Attributions for: Time spent Number of: Attribu-attributions Failure on the -Extremely tionsare made to Previous first easy for
Measures
lack of effort, 
I-(E), and 
ability, I-(A)
How many 
success 
attributions are made to 
effort, I+(E>, 
and ability,
1+ (A)
success
Expectancy of 
future success
I
puzzle 
before 
giving up
-Moderately
difficult
-Extremely
difficult
Words chosen
Expectancy of 
future success
success
u
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Tabl* 2
M**n* for Nixon Profil* Measure* Compared with
M*an* for Non-Nixon*
Tim*
Group (**c.)
word choic* ^ j ; ; 1 
Expectancy 3 5 8  Attribution*
Nixon 866.6 20.5 12.2 4.2 3.6 17.8
Non-Nixons 4$8.4 25.8 11.3 7.0 1.7 11.0
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Table 3
Significant Differences in Failure Attributions 
Between Nixons and Non-Nixons
Attributions
Means
Nixon Non-Nixons F e
Lack of effort 17.3 11.3 5.09 .025
Lack of ability 3.1 8.8 6.69 .01
Task difficulty 9.1 5.3 3.99 .025
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Figuro Captions
Figure 1. Percent of nonsanse words used by Nixon, 
helpless, and mastery-oriented children.
Figure 2. Percent of verbalisations attributing failure 
to lack of ability.
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APPENDIX A
SCORING OF VERBALIZATIONS! ASSIGNMENT OF CATEGORIES
Taken from! Diener, C. I. t Dweck, C. S. An analysis of
laarnad halplassnasst Continuous changas in performance, 
strategy, and achiavamant cognitions fallowing failura. 
Journal of Parsonality and Social Psychology, 1978, 36, 
431-462.
1. Statements of Useful Task Strategy
These ware statements indicating an active saaren for a 
solution. They included any plan or system that could 
eventually lead to a solution.
"I'll find the easiest one and do that first.”
”1 try one thing at a time.” .
"I'm picking all the easy ones so I don't waste time.”
"Do the letters have to be lined up?”
2. Statements of Ineffectual Approach to Task
These were statements which indicated random guessing or 
ignored the experimenter's feedback. These statements 
would not lead to problem solution under normal condi­
tions.
”1 know it's not right, but I'll put it down because 1 
can't think of anything.”
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"Just guessing."
"I have to put aonathing down or aiaa I'll gat a big saro. 
"No spaeial plan— I just cboosa what I likd."
"I can’t dacida— just switching around.”
Attributions About tha Causas of Pailura or Past Mistakes
a) Attributions to a ganaral lack of ability or to a loss 
of ability as indicatad by confusion or tha inability to 
think.
"I’m no good at thasa things."
"I don't know how to do this— I navar usad this bafora.” 
"I’m gatting confus.j. I don't know what I am doing."
"I don't think I'll do wall— I'm not good at spalling.”
Othar contributions which occurred included attributions 
tot
b) Task too difficult.
"Thasa are mind-boggling."
"It's gatting harder."
"This is impossible."
c) Experimenter's fault.
"I don't saa how you axpact anybody to do this."
"This isn't fair."
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4. Self-instructions
Those wars statements the child directed to himself that 
if followed could improve nis performance.
"Man, 1 better get moving."
"I need to concentrate more."
"I had better work harder."
5. Self-monitoring
These were statements that described the child's solution- 
oriented behavior other than his task strategy. They 
included descriptions of effort expenditure or maintenance 
of a problem-solving strategy.
"Z know it starts with an "s", Z think."
"Oh, e'mon— Z got to get one word at least."
"This isn't working out too well, I think I better try 
it again.”
6. Statements of Positive Affect
These were statements indicating that the task was fun, 
a challenge, of high interest to the child, or statements 
indicating the child wished to continue doing the task. 
"This should be interesting."
"Z like doing these.”
"Z think this is fun. z like pussies."
"You should let me keep trying."
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Statements of Negative Affect
Th*s* statements indicated anxiety, boredom, lack of 
interest, impatience to finish the task or a desire to 
terminate the task.
"I don't want to do any more.”
"Oh, nol"
”X never liked these.”
”Z'm fed up with this puszle."
"What good does word scrambles do for us?”
Positive Prognostic Statements
a) These were statements indicating that the child had a 
high expectancy of success or believed he could solve the 
problem if given sufficient opportunity.
K., I've got it."
"I think I have it solved now.”
”I'm gonna do itl”
b) A negative prognostic category indicated that the child 
believed it was useless to persist.
"X give up."
"X can't do this.”
"X've had enough."
*X ain't never going to get this."
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Solution-irrelevant Stat*m*nt»
These statements were either completely irrelevant to the 
task or were irrelevant to finding the solution even 
though the statement might contain a reference to the tasks 
used.
"We are moving soon."
"I'm clumsy today."
"Are you from the University of Illinois?"
APPENDIX B
INTELLECTUAL ACHIEVEMENT RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
This is a questionnaire to find out how you feel about 
some things that happen to you in your daily life. For each 
question put a cheek in front of the one choice that best des­
cribes what happens or how you feel. This is g n  a test, 
there are no right or wrong answers. Your answers will not be 
shown to anyone else in your school. Please be sure to answer 
all el the questions.
1. It a teaoher passes you tJ the next grade, would it
probably be
____a. because she liked you, or
____b. because of the berk you did?
2. When you do well on a test at school, is it acre 
likely to be
a. because you Studied for it, or 
____b. because the test was especially easy?
3. When you have trouble understanding something in 
school, is it usually
____a. because the teacher didn't explain it clearly, or
____b. because you didn't listen carefully?
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When you road a story and can't romombor much of it, 
is it usually
a. bocauso tho story wasn't wall written, or
b. bocauso you weren't interested in the story? 
Suppose your parents say you are doing well in school. 
Zs this likely to happen 
a. because your school work is good, or
b. because they are in a good mood?
Suppose you did better than usual in a subject at 
school. Would it probably happen
a. beoause you tried harder, or
b. beoause someone helped you?
Mhen you lose at a game of cards or checkers, does 
it usually happen
a. because the other player is good at the game, or
b. because you don't play well?
Suppose a person doesn't think you are very bright 
or elever.
a.
b.
Zf
a.
Can you make him change his mind if you try to, or 
Are there some people who will think you're not 
very bright no matter what you do? 
you solve a pussle quickly, is it 
because it wasn't a very hard pussle, or
b. because you worked on it carefully?
v V.-. - . ■ -r . ^
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If a boy or girl tolls you that you are dumb, is it 
more likely that they say that 
a. because they are mad at you, or
_b. because what you did really wasn't very bright?' 
Suppose you study to become a teacher, scientist, 
or doctor and you fail. Do you think this would 
happen
a. because you didn't work hard enough, or
b. because you needed some help, and other people 
didn't give it to you?
When you learn something quickly in school, it is 
usually
a. because you paid close attention, or
b. because the teacher explained it clearly?
It a teacher says to you, "Your work is fine," is it
a. something teachers usually say to enoourage pupils 
or
b. because you did a good job?
When you find it hard to work arithmetic or math 
problems at school, is it
a. because you didn't study well enough before you 
tried them, or
b. because the teacher gave problems that were too 
hard?
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Whon you forgot something you hoard in class, ia it
____a. becauao th* toaehor didn't oxplain it vary wall,
or
____b. bacauaa you didn't try vary hard to ramambar?
Suppose you weren't aura about th* answer to a quaa- 
tion your toaohar aakad you, but your answer turnod 
out to ba right. la it likaly to happon
____a. bacauaa ah* wasn't aa particular aa usual, or
____b. bacauaa you gava th* boat answer you could think
of?
Mhon you road a atory and ramambar moat of it, ia it 
uaually
____*• bacauaa you war* intaraatad in th* atory, or
____b. bacauaa th* atory waa wall written?
Zf your parent* tall you you'r* acting ailly and not 
thinking elaarly, ia it mor* likaly to ba
____*• bacauaa of aomathing you did, or
bacauaa they happen to ba feeling cranky?
Mhan you don't do wall on a teat in achool, ia it
____*• bacauaa th* teat was especially hard, or
b. because you didn't study for it?
Mhan you win at a game of cards or checkera, does it happen
____*• bacauaa you play real well, or
b» bacauaa the other parson doesn't play wall?
il i »*; mm illililfe ;*■ * iiisiisi®
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If pooplo think you're bright or clover, ie it
a. because they happen to like you, or
b. because you usually act that way?
If a teacher didn't pass you to the next grade,
would it probably be 
_a. because she "had it in for you," or 
_b. because your school work wasn't good enough? 
Suppose you don't do as well as usual in a subject 
at school. Mould this happen
a. because you weren't as careful as usual, or
b. because somebody bothered you and kept you from 
working?
Xf a boy or girl tells you that you are bright, is 
it usually
a. because you thought up a good idea, or
b. because they like you?
Suppose you beeame a famous teaoher, scientist or 
doctor. Do you think this would happen 
a. because other people helped you when you needed 
it, or
b. because you worked very hard?
Suppose your parents say you aren't doing well in your 
school work. Is this likely to happen more
a. because your work isn't very good, or
b. because they are feeling cranky?
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Suppose you art showing a friond how to play a gams 
•nd ha has troubla with it. Mould that happan 
__a. bacausa ha wasn't abla to undarstand how to play, 
or
_b. bacausa you couldn't explain it wall?
Whan you find it assy to work arithmetic or math 
problems at school, is it usually 
_a. because the teacher gave you especially easy 
problems, or
b. because you studied your book well before you 
tried them?
When you remember something you heard in class, is 
it usually
a. because you tried hard to remember, or
b. because the teacher explained it well?
Xf you oan't work a pussle, is it more likely to 
happen
a. because you are not especially good at working 
pussies, or
b. because the instructions weren't written clearly 
enough?
Xf your parents tell you that you are bright and 
clever, it is more likely 
a. because they are feeling good, or
you did?
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Suppos* you *r* *xplaining how to play a gam* to a 
friand and h* laarns quickly. Would that happen 
mor* ofton
a. bocaus* you explained it well, or
b. beoaua* he waa able to underatand it?
Suppose you're not sure about the answer to 1 question 
your teacher asks you and the answer you give turns 
out to be wrong. Is it likely to happen
a. because she was more particular than usual, or
b. beoause you answered too quickly?
If a teacher says to you, "Try to do better," would 
it be
a. beoause this is something she might say to get 
pupils to try harder, or
b. beoause your work wasn't as good as usual?
